Data Science Fellowship Agreement
SCCC-DSSR

This agreement is between the parties named below and the Director of SCCC-DSSR, Professor Jeon Lee. By signing this document, awardees (and their mentors, if applicable) acknowledge and agree to abide by the fellowship conditions listed below.

Fellowship Awardee (Full Name): ______________________________________________________

Awardee’s Mentor/PI (Full Name), if applicable: ___________________________________________

Terms & Conditions
1. This Fellowship does not provide salary or fringe support for the awardee.
2. Awardee/PI has clearly formulated the learning goals and the scope of this Fellowship, as stated here.

Learning Goals:

Scope:

3. Awardee accepts the Fellowship term stated on the award letter.
4. Awardee understands that the decision to award an extension, if applied for, rests with the Director of DSSR.
5. Awardee commits to working _______ hours per week, on average, with DSSR personnel for the duration of this Fellowship.
6. Any publications resulting from this period will acknowledge the DSSR Fellowship.
7. Inclusion of DSSR staff as co-authors is not mandatory, however, strongly recommended in cases where the intellectual contributions by the staff are decisive for the project outcome.
8. In case of disagreement or diverging opinions and interests between awardee and DSSR personnel, the latter retain full rights of refusal to manuscript authorship or grant collaborator status.
9. DSSR retains all Intellectual Property rights associated with softwares, applications, and HPC resources made available to awardee for the duration of this Fellowship. Any new Intellectual Property arising from the fellowship work remains with the awardee.
Awardee/PI Signature

______________________________

Awardee/PI full name (please print)

______________________________

Signature of DSSR Director

________________________________________________

Jeon Lee, PhD
Professor, Lyda Hill Department of Bioinformatics
Director, Data Science Shared Resource at SCCC
UT Southwestern Medical Center

Date Click or tap to enter a date.